BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
AGENDA
NOVEMBER 9, 2021
6:15p.m. – COUNCIL CHAMBERS

CALL TO ORDER –
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE –
ROLL CALL OF MEMBERS –
APPROVAL OF MINUTES FOR – September 28, 2021
EXPLANATION OF PROCEDURES OF THE BOARD – CHAIRPERSON
PUBLIC HEARINGS –
VAR2021-0002, Steve Nelson and Terri Naes, 6260 Johnson Way, to construct a tenfoot-tall, solid fence along the Southwest (rear) property line when Section 4-7-2-1 of the
LDC restricts fence height to six feet.
OTHER ITEMS –
ADJOURNMENT –

SUMMARY MINUTES OF BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT ACTION HELD
SEPTEMBER 28, 2021
1.

CALLED MEETING TO ORDER– By Richard Derryberry at 6:27 P.M.

2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

3.

ROLL CALL OF MEMBERS
Richard Derryberry, Vice Chair acting as chair; Russ Rizzo, Secretary; Barbra Coffman;
Meredith Kapushion, Kathleen Drulard; Alan Albrandt
THOSE ABSENT
It was moved by Mr. Derryberry to excuse Mr. Rizzo from the meeting.
The following votes were cast on the motion to excuse Russ Rizzo:
Those voting Yes: Drulard, Coffman, Derryberry, Kapushion, Albrandt
Those voting No: None
The motion carried.
ALSO PRESENT: Jonathan Moore, City Planner I; Jacob Nitchals, Senior City Planner; Emily
Grogg, Sr. Ass’t. City Attorney; Rob Smetana, Manager of City Planning and Development;
Ryan Stachelski Community and Economic Development Director; Josie Suk, Development
Systems and Administrative Manager; Abigail Ogg, Administrative Specialist/Recording
Secretary.

4.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES FOR – May 26, 2020. The minutes stand approved as printed.

5.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

STEVE NELSON AND TERRI NAES – VAR2021-0001 – 6260 Johnson Way.
Applicant withdrew application. No public hearing held.
8.

OTHER ITEMS
Elections for September 2021 to May 2022:
Nominations for Chair - Kathy Drulard nominated Richard Derryberry.
Vote for Richard Derryberry Those voting Yes: Drulard, Kapushion, Coffman, Albrandt, Derryberry
Those voting No:
Richard Derryberry passed for Chair
Nominations for Vice Chair – Barbara Coffman nominated Kathy Drulard
Vote for Kathy Drulard Those voting Yes: Coffman, Drulard, Kapushion, Albrandt, Derryberry,
Those voting No: None
Kathy Drulard passed for Vice Chair
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Nominations for Secretary – Meredith Kapushion nominated Meredith Kapushion
Vote for Meredith Kapushion Those voting Yes: Coffman, Drulard, Albrandt, Derryberry, Kapushion
Those voting No: None
Meredith Kapushion passed for Secretary
Ryan Stachelski asked for the board’s input on combining the Board of Adjustments and
Planning Commission into one entity. He explained that the possible merge is a result of the
changes in the Land Development Code, adopted in October 2020, for certain projects to be
reviewed administratively, resulting in less frequency of meetings. Stachelski explained that this
decision has been really challenging to make, but would like to respect the time of the board
and its volunteers while also serving the community in the best and most efficient way.
Kathy Drulard suggested disbanding and combining the two.
Alan Albrandt agreed and stated that it would be very inefficient to have the board only meet a
couple of times a year.
Barabara Coffman agreed
Meredith Kapushion agreed
Richard Derryberry agreed
Next Meeting: No meetings scheduled at this time
9.

ADJOURNED at 6:38 P.M.

Richard Derryberry, Acting Chair
Russ Rizzo, Secretary

Abigail Ogg, Recording Secretary

COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
STAFF REPORT
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

DATE:

ITEM:

VAR2021-0002

APPLICANT:

Steve Nelson and Terri Naes

November 9, 2021

6260 Johnson Way
ACTION PROPOSED: Increase the allowable height of a solid fence to ten feet
CASE PLANNER:

Jonathan Moore

SEE ATTACHED STAFF REPORT

MOTION:

MOVED BY:

VARIANCE:
I move that the variance request to construct a ten-foot tall, sold fence along the Southwest (rear)
property line when Section 4-7-2-1 of the Land Development Code (LDC) restricts fence height to
six feet (granted) (denied).
(IF APPROVED)
This motion is based on Findings No. 1 through 6 on Pages 5 & 6 of the Staff Report.
(IF DENIED)
This motion is based on Findings No. ____ (select one or more) on Page ____ of the Staff Report.

YES

NO

ABSENT

COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
STAFF REPORT
Hearing Date: November 9, 2021

Case No.:

VAR2021-0002
Steve Nelson and Terri Naes

Request:

Fence Height Variance

Applicant:

Location:

6260 Johnson Way

Case Planner: Jonathan Moore,
Planner I

Zoning:

RN-7.5

REQUEST
The applicant is seeking to increase the maximum allowed height of a solid fence to 10 feet along
the Southwest (rear) property line when Section 4-7-2-1 of the Land Development Code (LDC)
restricts fence height to six feet.
FIGURE 1: Subject Property Aerial Image and Context
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APPLICANT’S REASONS FOR REQUEST
The applicant has stated the following within the variance request application:
The request
Requesting a variance to build a 10 foot high wooden fence at the back of our property which backs up to Ralston
Road between Rensselaer Dr. and Brooks Dr. The road elevation is as high as the top third of our current six foot
fence and the increased traffic noise carries right over the fence which has decrease the quality of life and property
values for those of us who back up to Ralston Rd.
Explain what special circumstance(s) or condition(s) exist on your lot?
We live on Johnson Way which backs up to a major arterial road, Ralston Rd between Rensselaer Dt and Brooks
Dr. There is a significant grade difference between the street and our declined property elevation, roughly four
feet. This grade difference amplifies a number of growing concerns with quality of life, privacy, safety, and
property values. Because of the elevation and increased traffic on the road it has become unbearable at times to
enjoy our outdoor living or just having a casual conversation because we sit below grade and traffic is above our 6
foot privacy fence.
Why is granting the variance your only option to be a beneficial use of the property?
A variance is not the only option. The city built a 10 foot fence years ago but only completed half the block and the
entire block south of it. The variance is the only other option but will not completely resolve the noise problem
unless every neighbor built a 10 foot fence, as the traffic noise carries down the road prior to our residence and
after. A variance would help provide some sound barrier, privacy, and added security.
Is the request the minimum possible variance needed compared to the zoning standard?
Yes.
Would the granting of your variance be detrimental to the neighborhood or adjacent property?
No! A 10 foot fence would not create any negative impacts to the road or businesses across the street. As a matter
of fact, several neighbors have voiced the same concern about the increased noise and would also greatly benefit
from an higher fence behind their property as well.
Are there other options that were considered in order to meet the code requirements?
There are no other options then the city doing a Capital Improvement Project like they have done in several other
areas like on Kipling between 73rd and 80th and on 72nd.
Additional Information:
We are currently trying to sell our house because of a job change and have had a number of showings. Everyone
who has looked at the house has mentioned how they love the house but the deal killer is the traffic noise from
Ralston. We have dropped the price twice now, a total of $30,000 and still receive the same complaint. We have
been told we will have to drop it even more to make it appealing enough to overcome the noise. We cannot think
of any homeowner living in Arvada who would think this is acceptable.

BACKGROUND
The subject property is located on Block 13, Lot 7 of the Arvada West Filing No. 3 Subdivision and
has frontage on both Johnson Way and Ralston Rd. The property is zoned RN-7.5 (Residential
Neighborhood 7,500) and has a Comprehensive Plan future land use map designation of Suburban
Residential. The lot was originally created in 1958 in the City of Arvada.
The existing six-foot-tall solid privacy fence along the southwest border of the property abutting
Ralston Rd was permitted in 1971. The applicants are proposing to replace the existing fence with
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a 10-foot privacy fence running approximately 75 feet along the southwest border of the property
abutting Ralston Rd.
FIGURE 2: Proposed Fence Location

SUBJECT PROPERTY ZONING/LAND USE
Existing Zoning

Existing Use

RN-7.5

Single-family Residence

SURROUNDING ZONING/LAND USE
Orientation

Existing Zoning

Existing Use

Northwest

RN-7.5

Single-family Residence

Northeast
(Across Johnson Way)

RN-7.5

Single-family Residence

Southeast

RN-7.5

Single-family Residence

Southwest
(Across Ralston Rd)

MX-N
(Mixed-Use Neighborhood)

Auto-repair and Restaurant
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STAFF FINDINGS
After observing the property (see Exhibit 1), submitted documents, and additional research
performed by Staff, the following has been determined:
The subject property is located on Johnson Way (a local street) and abuts Ralston Rd (an
arterial parkway) as well as two single-family homes. The primary frontage is on Johnson Way.
LDC Table 4-7-2-1, Maximum Height of Fences and Divisional Walls Within Required Setback
Areas, indicates that “height may be increased to 8 ft. for divisional walls that face arterial
streets” for fences in the RN zoning sub-districts.
LDC §4-7-2-1(G), Perimeter Fence and Walls, discusses arterial street screening design
requirements. However, this section is intended for larger scale neighborhood development,
and not individual lots.
There is an approximate three-foot elevation difference between Ralston Rd and the subject
property rear yard as shown in Figure 3. Given the difference in grade, the top of the existing
six-foot fence is approximately three feet above the grade of Ralston Rd and does not provide
screening from Ralston Rd as can be seen in Figures 5-8, provided by the applicant
•

There is a total of approximately 1,200 feet of frontage along the northeastern edge
of Ralston Rd from Brooks Dr to W 59th Pl that has a similar grade difference
ranging from two feet to seven feet.

•

City-wide, it is rare for single-family residences to abut an arterial parkway with
such a grade difference without a sound barrier also being present.

LDC §11-1-1-2(H), Rules for measurement. regarding fences and walls states that:
•

The height of a fence or wall shall be measured as the vertical distance between
finished grade on the highest side of the fence or wall to the top of the fence or wall.

•

In this case, if the grade change created a need for a retaining wall on the subject
property, the applicants could construct up to a four-foot-tall retaining wall, and a
six-foot-tall privacy fence on top of the retaining wall for a total screen height of 10
feet.

•

However, since most of the grade change occurs outside of the applicant’s property
and within the public right-of-way, the applicant is not able to fill or otherwise alter
the grade by constructing a retaining wall.
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FIGURE 3: Subject Property Elevation Change

The applicant did discuss the option of a minor modification with staff, which could allow a
fence up to seven feet, two inches. However, neither the applicant nor staff thought such a
modification would provide significant additional screening.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
It is the responsibility of the applicant to justify the requested variance application. The Board of
Adjustment should make a decision based on its findings regarding the approval criteria shown in
the tables below and upon testimony heard during the public hearing as it applied to the criteria.
Staff performed an analysis of the proposal, based on the approval criteria listed in Chapter 8 of
the Land Development Code, and presents the following findings:
§8-3-11-2 Approval Criteria

Finding

Rationale

1. By reason of exceptional narrowness,
shallowness or shape of a specific piece of
property, topographic conditions or other
extraordinary and exceptional situation or
condition of the piece of property, the strict
application of the regulation would result in
peculiar and undue practical difficulties for, or
particular and unnecessary hardship on, the
Applicant;

Complies

The approximately three-foot grade difference
between the adjacent arterial parkway and the
subject property is an exceptional topographic
condition. There is also an undue practical
difficulty in that the applicant is unable to
provide screening of their property by strictly
complying with LDC standards regarding
individual lots when other provisions of the LDC
encourage such screening of residential
development from arterial parkways.
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2. The extraordinary and exceptional situation or
condition on the property that is stated as the
reason for the proposed variance is not selfimposed;

Complies

The approximately three-foot grade difference is
not self-imposed.

3. The proposed variance complies with the
purpose and intent of the standard to be
varied and generally observes the spirit of this
Code;

Complies

The proposed height of the fence would provide
a similar degree of privacy screening if the
grade difference didn’t exist.

4. The proposed variance will not substantially
impair the appropriate use or development of
adjacent property;

Complies

The proposed variance would not impair
adjacent private property or adjacent right-ofway.

5. The proposed variance is the minimum
variance that will afford relief with the least
modification possible of this Code; and

Complies

The proposed height of the fence would provide
a similar degree of privacy screening if the
grade difference didn’t exist while a fence less
than 10 feet tall would not.

6. The proposed variance cannot be mitigated
through some method other than a variance.

Complies

The proposed variance cannot be mitigated by
the applicant through a method other than a
variance.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Based upon project analysis and review of the Land Development Code approval criteria, staff
recommends approval of the variance.

EFFECTS OF APPROVAL
If the Board of Adjustment decides to approve the requested variance, Code requirements for
approval shall be as follows:
The applicant shall apply for a building permit to be reviewed by City Staff in order to
complete the variance process.
The applicant shall comply with LDC § 4-7-2-1(F), Design of Street-Facing Fences or
Divisional Walls, which states: “All fences or divisional walls adjacent to a street, open
space, trails, and multi-use pathways, the finished surface of the fence shall face towards
the street frontage. Non-decorative elements such as fence posts and supporting structures,
when visible on one side and not the other, shall face inward.”
The variance shall lapse and have no further effect in two years after the effective date,
unless a permit has been issued.
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EXHIBIT 1:

Aerial Imagery and Additional Photographs

FIGURE 4: Subject Property Aerial
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Additional Photographs
FIGURE 5: View of Subject Property Ralston Rd Frontage Looking Southwest from Yard

FIGURE 6: View of Subject Property Ralston Rd Frontage Looking East
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FIGURE 7: View of Subject Property Existing Fence Along Ralston Rd Looking Northwest

FIGURE 8: View of Subject Property from Ralston Rd
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Exhibit 2:
Proposed Site Plan

View of Ralston from back yard

Road elevation and slope down towards property

From Ralston looking into back of residence

Fence on south end of block built years ago by the city
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